scarcity of reliable transcriptions into musical notation of jazz perfomances and the difficulty of producing such transcriptions.
Given its proven power and usefulness in the analysis of tonal music, it is not surprising that Schenkerian theory has also been applied with some success to the analysis of jazz.3
Analysts have used Schenkerian techniques to describe linear progressions and structural levels in a variety of jazz styles, although greater attention has been focused on bebop. And yet a certain skepticism has arisen about such applications.4 In general, three questions have been raised about the applicability of Schenkerian analysis to improvised music:
(1) Is it appropriate to apply to improvised music a method of analysis developed for the study of composed music?
(2) Can features of jazz harmony (ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths) not appearing in the music Schenker analyzed be accounted for by Schenkerian analysis? and (3) Do improvising musicians really intend to create the complex structures shown in Schenkerian analyses?
In this article I answer yes to these questions, and also argue that the questions themselves imply mistaken assumptions about the content and origin of Schenker's theories, about the role of analysis, about the function of dissonance in common-practice harmony and in jazz, about the nature of improvisation versus composition, and about the role of simplicity and complexity in popular and art music. As I address each queston in turn, I offer basic theoretical principles and practical examples for explaining dissonance treatment in jazz, qualify the applicability of Schenker's theories to jazz, and emphasize the importance of models for creating, explaining, and experiencing jazz.
(1) Is it appropriate to apply to improvised music a method of analysis developed for the study of composed music? This question implies misconceptions about the content and origins of Schenker's theories. Schenker valued the ability to improvise, calling it "the ability in which all creativity begins,"5 and often praised the improvisatory character of the masterworks he analyzed.6 In fact, it would be inaccurate to suggest that Schenker did not study improvisations. Recognizing the overt improvisatory orientations of certain types of pieces, Schenker suggested that "it would be of greatest importance today to study thoroughly the fantasies, preludes, cadenzas, and similar embellishment which the great composers have left to us."7 Indeed, any musical composition may be considered a record of a successful improvisation.
Schenker's essay "The Art of Improvisation" suggests that the study of improvisatory music was important in the development of his theories.8 He discusses a chapter from C. P. E. Bach's Essay on the True Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments in which Bach offers a record of an improvised free fantasy and a plan or framework (in the form of a figured bass and commentary) for his improvisation.9 Schenker shows how Bach's plan resembles his own conception of musical structure. As Sylvan Kalib observes, "this article also reveals the corroboration and probable inspiration for some of the major concepts and bases of Schenker's own theories. Schen- ker points out how his terminology describes more specifically the procedures that Bach calls for, but that both Bach's and his conceptions of musical composition basically constitute one and the same approach."10 Indeed, our first question implies misconceptions not only about Schenker's theories, but also about analysis in general. It implies that an analysis is justified by its intent, not by its results. Of course, the opposite is true. Andre Hodeir writes that "to try to find in [jazz] the formal rigor of European art" would be to listen "with too demanding an ear."" But as I demonstrate in this article, to listen without such a demanding ear would be to miss some of the beauty of modern jazz improvisations.
Another implication of the question is that improvised music differs fundamentally from composed music, presumably in that composed music has structure because it is "worked out." Currently available "alternate takes" of jazz performances, which show improvisers working out their solos in successive takes, should help to dispel any notion that a sharp line divides improvisation and composition. By the same token, we should keep in mind that even though jazz solos typically vary much more from performance to performance than do other sections (such as closing theme statements, introductions, interludes, and endings), improvisation and variation may both occur throughout a jazz performance.
The distinction between composition and improvisation is not always clear-cut.12
The commonly made analogy between music and language underscores the importance of not overemphasizing differences between improvisation and composition. Schenker's 1'Sylvan Kalib, "Thirteen Essays from the Three Yearbooks Das Meisterwerk in der Musik by Heinrich Schenker: an Annotated Translation" (Ph.D. diss., Northwestern University, 1973), vol. 3, p. 4. "Hodeir, Jazz, 164. L2Simon, "An Analytical Inquiry," and Smith, "Homer, Gregory, and Bill Evans?" make this point. theories describe musical structure in ways that are analogous to the ways in which Chomsky's theories describe the structure of spoken language.13 Both theorists distinguish between the surface of music or language and a more abstract, underlying structure. And both theorists show how the surface may be thought of as derived from the underlying structure by processes of transformation. No one who accepts Chomsky's claims about the structure of sentences would asssert that spoken language, solely because it is improvised, lacks the underlying structure that can be found in written language. Likewise, no one who accepts Schenker's claims about underlying structure in phrases of music ought to assert that unnotated jazz, solely because it is improvised, lacks the underlying structure that can by found in composed music.14 Even if one suspects that there are significant differences between the structures of composed and improvised music, one should not therefore rule out Schenkerian analysis of improvised jazz. On the contrary, such differences would seem to encourage structural analysis: how else could those differences be identified and understood?
(2) Can features of jazz harmony (ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths) that do not appear in the music Schenker analyzed be accounted for by Schenkerian analysis? 14Note that this analogy between music and speech is restricted to the level of sentences of speech and phrases of music. Schenker's claims about the structure of larger musical units are controversial and find no easy analogy with Chomsky's theories. But since, in jazz, we are dealing mostly with the eight-measure units that make up the phrases of a theme and variations, the structure of larger musical units is not a central concern. And in any case, the structures of larger musical units in jazz performances tend to be more a result of the simple fact that the performance is a theme and variations than a result of any improvisational impulse on the part of the performer. This question implies misconceptions about the function of "dissonance" in both classical music and jazz.15 So-called ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths occur in both repertories. And in either case, the functions of upper chord tonesincluding the seventh-are best explained in terms of their melodic relationships with more stable notes at more basic structural levels.
In classical art music, one can find pitches whose functions may seem difficult to explain in conventional terms. For example, sevenths, ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths may appear unprepared. They may be embellished before they resolve. They may remain unresolved until or after a change of harmony. They may not be explicitly resolved in their own register. They may appear simultaneously with the tone to which they will resolve. They may "resolve" to notes that are dissonant.
In their harmony/voice-leading text, in a chapter entitled "Seventh Chords With Added Dissonance," Aldwell and Schachter offer examples of all of these.16 The authors' explanations of the functions of these tones invoke Schenkerian principles of voice-leading and hierarchical structure:
Partly because these tones typically appear in the highest voice, some theorists refer to such 4ths and 6ths as "llths" and "13ths." These terms also result from the erroneous idea that such dissonances are chordal in origin, that "9ths," "llths," and "13ths" result from In their example of a dissonance that appears with its resolution, Aldwell and Schachter note the importance of the fact that the dissonance and the pitch of resolution occur in different registers. Of course, one may also find examples of dissonance and resolution appearing in the same register (e.g., an acciaccatura in a Scarlatti keyboard sonata may described as the simultaneous appearance of an appoggiatura and its resolution in the same register). adding 3rds above seventh chords. In some twentieth-century music, dissonant chords might really result from the piling up of 3rds .... But in earlier music, dissonant chords originate in melodic motion, not in the piling up of vertical intervals. There is no reason, therefore, to regard "llths" and "13ths" as anything but 4ths and 6ths that replace, rather than resolve to, 3rds and Sths belonging to seventh chords. Some passages in music of the late nineteenth century might, perhaps, form an intermediate category. (451) As an example of dissonant chords that really do result from the piling up of thirds, the authors cite a passage from Ravel's "Valse nobles et sentimentales." Even for this passage, they offer an explanation that invokes Schenkerian principles of voice-leading and structure. Notes whose functions defy conventional explanations are more common in jazz than in classical music.22 Of course, the terms "jazz" and even "modern jazz" encompass a wide variety of styles and approaches to the treatment of dissonance. Nevertheless, sevenths, ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths play a central role in the sound of modern jazz. Although these dissonances may receive greater emphasis and may be treated more freely in modern jazz than in classical music, their basic meaning remains the same: a dissonance derives its meaning from more stable pitches at deeper structural levels. The first involves , ?/V7, whose juxtaposition of the lowered and raised seventh scale degrees occurs also in classical music:
The minor-derived ,9/V7 (an augmented ninth), receiving its dissonance from the chord tone ? a major seventh below, can resolve that dissonance by progressing to [,6, itself a minor ninth tension, dissonant with the root.30 30Ibid., 99.
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Example 3 offers a model of the resolution of an "augmented ninth" in the context of a V-I progression (although this tension is usually called an "augmented ninth," it is usually spelled-correctly-as a minor tenth).31 Note that, in this example, the B , depends for its meaning upon resolution to an AK, which in turn resolves to G. Thus, even the tension resolved by another tension depends on resolution to a more stable tone at a deeper structural level.
31Strunk might also have pointed out that the minor ninth forms a diminished seventh with, and therefore is also dissonant with, the third of the chord. 'The minor tenth, however, forms a more acute dissonance-a diminished octave-with the leading tone. ninths and thirteenths through the delay of pitches of a 5-8 linear intervallic pattern.34 Viewed from level e back through a, it may be seen as a means of analytically reducing such ninths and thirteenths to more stable intervals at deeper structural levels.
Finally, Strunk describes how a tension, without changing pitch, may become a consonance after a change of harmony: Sometimes a tension sustains through a chord change to become a consonance, thereby losing its "need" to resolve. For example, this effect is produced whenever 5/V7 is reharmonized as II7-V7.35
Example 5 offers a model of such an "eleventh." Again the model may be viewed as a means of generating such elevenths (Example 5a to b) or as a means of analytically reducing such elevenths to consonances at deeper structural levels (Example 5b to a). But notice that this example implies a slightly different explanation of the function of the "eleventh." Since the 5 and the V7 in Example 5a appear at a more remote level of structure (they are "more structural"), the "eleventh" in Example 5b is not a "dissonance" at all-rather, the G is the structural tone, while the lower voices are "dissonant." The 2 in the bass is the fifth of the V chord that controls the time span of both chords, and the 8 is a note of embellishment (a suspension, as is typical).36 34In each level of Example 4, the 5-8 linear intervallic progression (top staff) is accompanied by a 7-10 linear intervallic progression (middle staff) above a circle-of-fifths bass (lowest staff). Strunk actually explains such chains of ninths and thirteenths as arising from the "contraction" of a 7-6 linear intervallic progression between those tensions and the thirds and sevenths of their chords (ibid., 111). While our explanations differ, we agree that these tensions have melodic origins in the delay of dissonance resolution. For more on linear intervallic patterns, see also Strunk, "Linear Intervallic Patterns." 35Strunk, "Bebop Melodic Lines,"112. 360f course, both jazz and classical music also include dissonances that become consonances, "thereby losing their 'need' to resolve," but these are best described as "anticipations." My response to the second question posed above has stressed significant similarities between dissonance treatment in classical music and in jazz. However, there are also significant differences. While Schenkerian analysis can explain a great deal about modern jazz, some features of modern jazz performances may remain difficult to explain. Such anomalies include: parallel motion in perfect fifths and octaves; parallel motion in dissonant intervals; dissonances added to final tonic sonorities; dissonances that do not resolve until or after a change of harmony; dissonances that are resolved by dissonances; dissonances and their resolutions sounding in the same register; uses of dissonances and even "polychords" in ways that seem to function more to add color than to expand voice-leading content; and pieces that begin and end in different keys.37 37Again, it is also always possible that, in individual cases, the appearance of non-standard phenomena may be an indication of aesthetic weakness. They may also be associated with a style that is unusual within modern jazz. Almost all of these features can be found in the various versions of "Round Midnight" It is also clear that some of the music of "post-modern jazz" strays far enough from tonic-dominant tonality to make the application of Schenkerian analysis untenable. It is difficult in any case to draw a distinct line separating modern jazz from post-modern jazz (especially since some performers play both).
Thus while my second question must be qualified, my answer must be qualified as well. I am reminded of how Steven E. Gilbert qualifies his application of Schenkerian analysis to the music of Gershwin:
Since Gershwin wrote basically tonal music, it is reasonable that we adopt a modified Schenkerian approach. However, the word "modified" must be stressed. The main point of difference is that in Gershwin's harmonic language the dissonance had at least been partially-to use Schoenberg's word-emancipated. The triad was still necessary for closure, but dissonances such as ninths and socalled thirteenths did not require resolution.38
However, the analyst must be careful not to dismiss as "emancipated dissonances" tensions that are skillfully resolved. Good modern jazz frequently features such skillful voice-leading.
Only detailed Schenkerian analyses of recorded performances can establish the limits and value of applying his method to jazz. 
THE TOUCH OF YOUR LIPS

12-15
Now we're gonna modulate to E major through its own dominant.
16-
Now we gotta get back to C through its dominant.
sical passages, each of which is more complex than the one before it. In discussing his plan (Example 10) Evans's improvisation exploits the different characters of each tonal space between members of the tonic triad. In Example 18b, the structural soprano (stems up) descends diatonically E-D-C. The structural alto (stems down) descends chromatically from C to G, the root of the dominant.51 51This fourth progression balances the ascent of the opening measures with a softening descent that exploits the sensual sound of the lowered scale degrees over the cycle of fifths Evans describes in mm. 6-11. In the original song, the notes C, Bb, Ab, and G occur respectively on the words "cool," "sweet," "tender," and "soft."
Together they provide the underlying melodic structure of both the original melody of "The Touch of Your Lips" and the right hand of Evans's improvisation (a portion of which is graphed in Example 19). Thirds and sevenths above the bass line (based on the lines G-F-E and C-B-C, thus filling other tonic-triad spaces) provide the underlying structure of Evans's left-hand inner voices, as demonstrated in Example 20.
Evans's remark "I can work around that differently, or between the strong structural points differently, but I find the most fundamental structure, and then I work from there," calls to mind the strong relationship between Schenker's It may be objected that this demonstration proves only that Schenkerian analysis is applicable to the playing of Bill Evans and not that it is applicable to modern jazz in general. Such an objection might be based on two contentions: first, that Evans was unusually talented as an improviser; and second, that his way of thinking was radically different from that of other jazz musicians. The first of these contentions seems justified. That Evans was an unusually talented improviserand that Schenkerian analysis can help show this-is a principal argument of this article. The second contention also contains some truth. As Martin Williams has observed, Evans "could have been a major musician-critic. Indeed if we were to collect all he wrote and said about the music and the players, he might appear to have been just that."61
Yet it seems unlikely that Evans's thought processes were totally unlike those of other jazz artists. Evans was one of the most influential pianists-perhaps the most influential pianist -of the modern-jazz era. The fact that he also performed and recorded with a range of musicians that included some of the era's most influential musicians suggests that his ideas may have been transmitted through them, too. While others may not be able to put so clearly into words what they put into music, other jazz artists have produced improvisations whose coherence is illuminated by Schenkerian analysis.
We have seen that the third question mentioned above, concerning the intent of improvising musicians to create the complex structures illuminated by Schenkerian analyses, My concepts show that the art of music is much simpler than presentday teachings would have it appear. However, the fact that the simplicity does not lie on the surface makes it no less simple. Every surface, seen for itself alone, is of necessity confusing and always complex.63 Wilhelm Furtwangler also stresses the importance of simplicity, but makes a different complaint about jazz: Some time ago a young man in Switzerland expressed his enthusiasm for jazz by proclaiming that jazz is much more up-to-date than the symphonies of Beethoven because it is far more refined and complicated, and, therefore, incomparably better suited to the advanced intellectual capacity of modern man. In rhythmic as well as in harmonic relationships the intricacies which it can produce under certain circumstances are extremely interesting, while Beethoven's symphonies lie before us like exercises for children. The young man was, of course, put in his place by several offended defenders of tradition, but is, if one considers it carefully, not completely wrong. In fact, the melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic elements of which music is ultimately composed are remarkably more simple in a Beethoven symphony than in a jazz composition. The decisive difference lies in only one thing: in jazz, long-range hearing is absent. The intricacies exist for the moment in which they sound. The totality runs its course like a path through a dense jungle, where from right and left ever new nuances, rhythms, creeping growths of all kinds approach us; then suddenly it is at an end and we simply step out of the jungle into the open again. In a Beethoven symphony, on the other hand, the first measure refers to the fifth, eighth, twentieth, thirtieth, even to measures up to the final cadence; and so it goes throughout the whole composition. The individual measure is simple, but the relationship among the measures, among the themesthe hundredfold correspondences and variations, intensifications and diminutions that are the result of this most ingenious long-range hearing-produces a mass of complications which, correctly comprehended, surpasses all that jazz has to offer, in the same way that a living organism, as a product of nature, infinitely surpasses every man-made machine in inner complexity.64
Furtwangler's remark contradicts assumptions implied in my third question. It raises, however, another question: Does jazz encourage "long-range hearing"? When Furtwangler asserts that "in jazz, long-range hearing is absent," he is suggesting that jazz lacks the global relationships that would reward long-range hearing. To be more precise: when long-range hearing is absent, it may be so because of some lack in the music, but if it is absent, it is absent in the listener rather than in the music.65 Furtwangler's statement has a ring of truth to it. Much jazz improvisation lacks the relationships that reward long-range hearing, and consists, as Hodeir observes, of "disconnected bits of nonsense."66 (Schenker seemed fond of pointing out that much classical music-if we include all the music of the "common-practice era," not just the "masterworks"-is similarly flawed.) But the fact that jazz musicians often say that "a jazz improvisation should tell a story" suggests that many jazz musicians are concerned with creating and experiencing 64Furtwangler, "Heinrich Schenker," 4-5. 65See Larson, "The Problem of Prolongation in Tonal Music." 66Hodeir, Jazz, 168.
